
E-board Meeting Agenda 

Sacred Heart University 

Friday, October 14, 2016 10am-5pm 

 
Attendance: Greg Madrid, Shelly Keniston, Joshua Hettrick, Jon Conlogue, Jason Rizk, TKay, 

David Grimes, Jon Bragg, Jeff St. Dic, Heather Quire,  Nathan Gordon, Kimberly Beardsley, 

Michelle Carvajal, Sonya Alexander, Stephany George, Brittany Bookman, AJ Goodman 

On phone: Trish Godino Loring, Kristin Murphy 
 

Called to order 10:05am 

 

1. Approve minutes from September 16, 2016 
July 18, 2016  

(Dave Grimes, Second Heather) 

Discussion: none 

7-approved, 0, 0-abstained  

Motion passes 7-0-0 

 

 

2. Position Approvals  
Finance Committee 

TKAY moved to add Anne Marie Przywara to Finance Committee, Second Nate 

Discussion: none 

6-approved, 0, 1-abstained 

6-1-0 motion passes 

 

Historian 

Shelly:  Moved to appoint Dr. Jon Conlogue effective January to the vacant historian position so that he 

may finish out term as Regional Affiliate Regional Task Force.    

, TKay second,  

Discussion: 

Josh: Amend motion for Dr. Jon to hold Historian position effective immediately. 

7-approved, 0, 0-abstained 

7-0-0 motion passes 

 

3. Budget Approval 
TKay:  Reviews with finance committee.  Committee worked very effectively.   

 

Dave: Host committee budget, is this supposed to get to 2017 conference? 



TKAY: Suggest we shift operation to January 1 to December 31.  Jan 17 file taxes.  That would align with 

January 1-dec 31 budget year.  We need to reevaluate and amend a budget.  See what is spent and bring 

back up or have more discussion.  This budget can bring us to conference. 

 

Motion to approve budget by TKay, second Nate 

Discussion: 

Friendly amendments to budget: 

Lower President’s travel $2500 to $2000 

Increase President Elect’s travel from $1600 to $2000 

Increase storage fee to $40 

Go to meeting: Increase by $120 to increase participants to 100 

CP signage increase from $500 to $1000 

Increase Host recognition to $20 per person 

Increase E-board recognition to $20 per person 

TKay accepts friendly amendments 

7-approved, 0, 1-abstained 

7-0-1 motion passes 

 

 

4. Annual Conference Site Recommendation  
Shelly:  Time and place committee went to three hotels, Trish, Casey, Chuck Lamb, Jeff St Dic, Laura, 

Shelly.  Looked at Westin, Double Tree, Holiday Inn.  Eliminated Double Tree.  They could not do exhibit 

hall.  Westin and Holiday Inn by the bay are where we wanted to be.  Double Tree is not in Portland.  

Westin couldn’t accommodate. Limited meeting space.  Banquet hall could almost accommodate if we 

went to balcony but would not suit needs.  We are recommending Holiday Inn by the Bay.  Went over a 

list of pros and cons.  Exhibit hall is separate and does not have to be turned over.  Exhibitors can set up 

a day earlier.  Best customer service.  There is a $10 parking per night fee, we could negotiate that.  On 

site printing is available to us.  Comfort and service animals are ok.  A little dated but they are slowly 

renovating. All the meeting rooms are named after each of our states.  Exhibit hall on ground floor, open 

area.  Be able to load in and out by hall.  Can open up rooms.  Will need to use outside sources for media 

on site.  Catering: chefs will come out.  Anyone with food allergies, we will work with them.  Amenities: 

swimming pool, microwave and fridges in all rooms.   

 

Brittany: Any space is 50 or less is a program space? 

 

Jeff: Yes, we would be the only one using the space.  

  

Brittany: Looking like 7 programming spaces.   

 

Shelly: If we extend to have 8 program sessions and use less number of programs per block.  There is no 

decision on what is happening. 

 

TKay: Started building a budget.  This is just a start.  We are starting out with a $200 price.  100 new 

professionals, 25 seasoned, 6 past presidents, discounted for host.    May have a flat registration fee.  



The numbers that are listed are up for discussion.  Numbers may be too conservative.  Room cost would 

be $225. 

Josh:  $225 is what membership will pay for housing 

 

Michelle: 225 per night? 

 

TKay: Yes 

 

Michelle:  Is that a block booking or is that price firm? 

 

Tkay: Right now that is what we are looking at per night.  We kind of anticipate that institutions will put 

more people in a room.  We are looking at higher cost but higher amenities. 

 

Michelle: What is the breakdown of king rooms, queen rooms, double rooms. 

 

Shelly: Unknown 

 

Josh: Do we know the actual capacity of hotel? 

 

Shelly: Upwards of 800 people 

 

Josh: Schedule:  have we looked scheduled and whether it is two nights or three nights? 

 

Shelly: Yes, looking at making it two nights.  We would like our registration cost to be at $150 in order to 

offset cost of housing.  For every 40 rooms booked, pays for e-board for extra night.   

 

Shelly:  It ends ups being around a $300 conference.  We are less than NASPA Region 1 

 

Nate:  Food, does this cost include closing banquet, etc? 

 

TKay: Meal breakdown, we have a $25,000 food and beverage minimum that we need to hit.  We did 

ask if alcohol goes toward that $25,000, yes it would.   

 

Shelly: Food and beverage minimum includes all meeting rooms.  Cost of meeting rooms is free 

 

TKay: Cost per head per day breakfast, lunch, snack, two versions of dinner, looking at $66.00 per day 

for food cost per attendees.  Realistically, our registration cost will be covering our food.  If we were 

looking at exhibitor fees are able to go up we are working with more revenue.  We can charge $1500 for 

a double booth and $800 for a single booth. 

 

 

Shelly moves to approve annual conference site Holiday Inn by the Bay 

7-approved, 0, 0-abstained 

8-0-0 motion passes 



 

5. Calendar Planning Activity & Discussion 
Shelly: calendars on wall.  Discussion on events. Webinars, awards timeline, elections, appointed board 

time line, Corporate Affiliate term.   

 

October 3-7, 2017-annual conference 

Shelly: discussions: 

Elections & Appointed Board timeline: 

Elections are typically in March and done in April with runoffs.  

Call for nominations,  June 26, run elections in August. 

Advanced marketing around elections. July 31 voting for elected position. August 7 run off. 

Appointed board-July 31 

Awards timeline 

April 3 to start nomination 

Close on August 11th. 

Program committee/annual conference 

January 22-call for annual conference  

Program committee meets-week of April 17-22 

Budget cycle  

Must confer with lawyer first before making decision 

Membership term 

How to handle fee, how to handle months leading into October. 

Membership and Corporate years should mirror budget year and give membership free months leading 

into October change. 

Events Line-up plotting 

March 21-22-Srping Drive-In 

Webinar RMLI week of November 28 

EDI Webinar week of October 28-31 

Webinar or live tweet-Beginning of January 

Webinar-February on program proposal submissions 

Webinar-May 2 (on-boarding) 

Webinar-January, job searching 

June middle/late-On-boarding into NEACUHO 

Committee day-tail end of the annual conference 

 

6. Regional Affiliation Task Force report recommendations 
Jon: A year ago, started looking at relationship between ACUHO and regions.  Are there things we all do, 

it was not to look at structure.  How can regions and ACUHO work together?  Where is our field, where 

are we heading? 

Major recommendations are highlighted in report.  More collaborative, more discussion between 

ACUHO-I and regions.  A lot of themes that came out. 



Competencies and staff training:  ACUHO body of knowledge: need to flush that out.  A lot of institutions 

use CAS standards.  ACUHO has good stuff that most people are that aware of. Who does what training 

with what effect? Are there things that we are duplicating? 

Jon: NHTI now using competencies, same with RELI 

 

Michelle: student competencies, how are we training our paraprofessionals?   

 

Jon: It is not in the report but it was in discussions.  One specific thing we looked at was building from 

the RA level and up. 

 

Jon: Communication, Collaboration, Culture: how we build in mechanism for more communication with 

ACUHO-I and regions but also within regions?  There should be availability of information.  Regional 

presidents have a monthly meeting so that is a good start.  Maybe the regional treasurers start meeting?  

Getting more collaboration and discussion.  Collaboration: what do we do with other professional 

organizations?  What can we do to meet the needs of our professionals in residence life? Do we do as 

good of a job of things that fall outside of traditional residence life core functions?  Current answer is no. 

Collaborating with other organizations for training. 

 

TKay: is there bullet points for culture because it’s not in there or is culture is just an overlap. 

Jon: More collaboration is meant.  Collaboration: sharing a list with corporate, certain people get certain 

lists.  Explore redundancy seems cryptic.  What does redundancy mean here? 

 

Jon: Example: ACUHO-I does CHO institute and many regions do CHO institutes so does it make sense if 

both ACUHO-I and regions have them separately.  The answer might be yes or no.  If we had more 

awareness of what ACUHO-I and regions are doing, put things on calendar and don’t want to put things 

on top of already schedules. 

 

Jon: Diversity and Inclusion: diversity in leadership within ACUHO and regional association.  Are there 

things that we do that help with promoting diverse leadership or hinder?  Regional diversity: when 

ACUHO-I puts together task forces and committees, seems that some regions are readily represented 

and some aren’t.  How can we try to be inclusive and get all those voices to the table?  

 

Greg:  Word and language around “Chief” housing officers 

 

Michelle: Pronouns, what language are we using?  Are we asking preferred names?  It should be a part 

of everyday practice for us. 

 

Jon: Its growing, maybe we are a little behind 

 

TKay: Was there discussion on how it would be done (diversity)? 

 

Jon:  Not a lot of action plans or objectives with goals.  Need a group to operationalize these.  Looking 

for ways to get feedback from regions and hoping to get tangible steps. 



Research and Data: we need better data about who does what, how they do it, what impact?  We need 

a good shareable list.  ACUHO-I is asking to put that together.  This is a shared responsibility. 

 

TKay: Only place to get information is ACUHO-I and not everyone can get it.  Some sort of gateway for 

everyone to get that information. 

 

Shelly: we talked about that, if you are paying to be regional members then you should have access to 

that. 

 

Shelly:  Nate and I had a phone conference call with Mary Denaro to talk on behalf of ACUHO-I about 

what is happening and vice versa.   

 

Feedback: Email Shelly your direct feedback.   

Report sent out via link with DC emails.  Feedback due by October 28 to Shelly.   

Jon: Final draft of report by end of year. 

 

7. Position Reports 
Shelly: ACUHO-I updates: Nate and I had phone call this week: they are changing how they do 

distribution of scholarship funds.  More based on need.  ACUHO-I is requesting what institution is willing 

to cover.  It will be at our discretion.  Sending 4 members to MACUHO, sending Jeff, Brittany, Casey, and 

Shelly.  Jeff has been working with their conference chair, Casey working with their Corporate Partner 

chair.  Brittany, connect with program person.  Suggestions on what to put in past president’s updates, 

already doing annual conference stuff, link them to upcoming events, in middle of membership drive.  

Just got an email from Judy Stone from ACUHO-I.  Jen Hapgood’s term is ending December 31, do we 

want her to return to that position. 

 

Michelle: qualifications on the position?  Can DCs include it in their message? 

 

Greg: Trying to keep website updated as best as possible.  Done some things on front to get things 

working.  Trying to keep organized and up to date.   If you want anything with your DC pages, let me 

know.  We can add to the pages. 

 

Kristin: Finalizing budget for Residential Operations budget.  Everything is pretty much in place.  Casey 

and I have not connected yet.  Just making sure that Corporate Partner agreements are on par.  Getting 

emails from people interested in committee.  Reach out to Stephany about Open call for programs. Have 

an article for the navigator. 

 

Shelly:  When is registration going to open?   

 

Kristin:  Once budget is finalized. 

 

Josh:  Budget has to get approved by board before registration is going to happen. Call for programs for 

Residential Operations in the past has been a disaster.   

 



Kristin: Intent to do process concurrently.  Just want to make sure we are inclusive of membership. 

 

TKAY: Open call for programs is a good idea, the more diverse programming the better.   

Shelly:  Call for programs can go out immediately. 

 

TKay: Proposed budget for Residential Operations drive in.  There are things outstanding from WENU.  

Proposed revenue of $425.   

 

Kristin: Room block arranged for drive-in. 

 

Josh: Why are we charging $45.00 for this conference? 

 

TKay: We lowered our prices too much would have trouble booking sites?  

 

Josh: Idea was to get more sponsorship to pay/reduce cost 

 

TKay:  What would make people in the room comfortable? 

 

Jon: We do not have an annual conference in this fiscal year.   

 

Michelle: Residential Operations pulls non-residence life folks.  Facilities person.  This conference should 

not be on the high side. 

 

Jon: Like to recommend $30 price. 

 

TKay:  One reason why we have legacy fund is so that we have means for people to go to drive-ins. My 

recommendation is $35. 

Sense of body: $30- 8 votes, $35-10 votes.  $35.00 rate for members.   

 

TKay:  Lunch and snack are at a total number of attendees.  That would bring us to $2522.25.  Total net 

of $1727.75.   

 

TKay motion to accept Residential Operations conference budget, Heather second 

Discussion: Josh: Snack, by the time we reach snack the exhibitors will be gone, we don’t count everyone 

because not everyone eats it/drinks coffee. 

AJ: just as reference we did half for snack 

Friendly amendment of snack to 50. 

 

5-approve, 0, 1-abstain 

5-1-0 motion passes 

 

Josh: Legacy store, we need to decide on what items will be this year.  Plan is to create a survey to send 

to organization to see what people would like to see.  Ideas: winter apparel, sweatpants,   

 



Jon: No report 

 

Jason: RD2B. Guidebook is good to go.  Heather has awesome assessment plan.  TKay, Dave, Heather, 

Stephany and Greg, team effort.  Pre-annual experience announced so RD2B attendees are aware.  

RD2B checklist being created so that we have a general running list.  Slowly working on an option to play 

golf at the annual.  Doing research in area and see what kind of deals we can get. 

 

Shelly: That would be the special events chair.  Need to work with them 

 

Josh: Make sure it goes out to the entire membership so it doesn’t seem elitist. 

 

Jason: really want to convince Stephany to have a Snapchat . 

 

TKay: Middle of audit.  Hopefully done by end of next week.  Working with H&R block.  Will start seeing 

treasurer reports.  We will start working with lawyer to change some of our operational time line.  

Working towards having conference budgets built.  Let’s get in contact so that we can get them 

approved.  Mileage reimbursement, you need letter from supervisor stating you don’t have financial 

support. 

 

David: Emails to schools that have renewed. Hosting roundtable at Elms College in November.  Working 

with Shannon to see who has not renewed or never been a member 

 

Jon Bragg: Tweeter chat about FMLA, most had no decision power.  Request for chat transcripts.  

Webinar about coming soon in November.  Very few members interested in RMLI. 

 

Jeff: Date Oct 3-7, annual conference.   Email sent last week to look over applications.   

 

Shelly:  Process should go out in the next week. 

 

Jeff: Trying to finalize everything by this weekend or Monday.  MACUHO gave a guidebook with 

conference planning timeline.   

 

Heather: created an evaluation for RD2B including learning outcomes for each session.  We will be 

putting it out via guidebook.  Jason and I will write executive summaries and report out what we find 

out.  First round of her assessment plan.  Next will be Residential Operations so will be working with 

Kristin soon. 

 

Michelle: SUNY Cortland reached out about hosting.  Reached out to Pace as well about hosting.  

Hopefully have an update next week.  Did budget for fall and aimed high.  Got contact from UNH for the 

April site to get that budget up and going.  Thinking of webinar idea 

 

Nate:  Working with Time and Place hotel person.  Starting appointed board process.  Going to 

NEACURH regional conference in November.   

 



Kim: Eighteen institutions renewed.  Sent emails to those that have not.  Excited for of the months 

 

Program Committee:  Work with Heather on effective assessment.  Looking forward to reading program 

proposals in the spring.   

 

AJ:  Reaching out to schools that have renewed.  Only have 6 who have submitted their contact 

information.  Figuring out contact list of institutions to find out who to speak to. 

 

Stephany:  Programming, appointed board stuff.  A lot of work.  I have been doing event updating and 

go-to meeting.  Greg does the website stuff and getting rid of old stuff. 

 

 

8. FB/social media accounts, Chuck’s Questions and Our 

meeting schedule; we need to add a few more in person 

meetings 
Shelly:  People know that Chuck is working on task force on strategic plan.  Call for a review of strategic 

plan.  Second plan to get ready for self-study 2021.  Chuck to report out in February.  We will use that 

report in a board meeting.  Are there leftover things.  Shannon referenced that we have a second task 

force, Matt is working with Shannon to see where members have gone and look at retention in 

membership.   

 

Facebook/Social media accounts: 

Looking at Facebook, we have two different Facebook pages plus the annual conference Facebook page.  

All traffic should travel through one Facebook account.  Recommendation is to eliminate the ones that 

are just a page.  Who needs to control the Facebook page?  Same thing happens in Twitter account.  

Instagram, we have one but we don’t use it.  

 

TKay:  We do have multiple Facebook identities. We have two Twitter accounts. Two Instagram 

accounts.  This goes back to structure and governance.  Who is responsible for them? 

 

Jon: Most major conferences utilize a separate accounts because we may lose people who get all the 

updates on events they are not attending. 

 

Dave: Similar to ACUHO-I:  May be we just want to filter this through the Guidebook 

 

Meeting schedule: 

Shelly:  Can’t do the work that we need to do over the phone such as job responsibilities.  Also business 

manager position. Talking more about webinars, list-serve purge, social media, etc. 

 

Josh:  Have meeting in April 13th in Maine then people can drive down to UNH for conference 

 

TKay: June, July, August for board…a retreat. 



 

November phone Wednesday, Nov. 16 phone 3pm-5pm 

December in person at ResOps location Thursday, Dec. 8 WNEU 10am-5pm 

January phone meeting Friday, January 20 phone 1pm-3pm 

February in-person at EDI site Thursday, February 16 Manhattan College 10am-5pm 

March phone meeting Tuesday, March 21 phone 10am-12pm 

April in person at NP/Mid-level location Thursday, April 13 UNH 10am-5pm 

May phone meeting Wednesday, May 17 phone 1pm-3pm 

Annual conference meeting October 2017 
AT ANNUAL 

CONFERENCE TBA 

 

 

9. Items for DCs to report to their districts? 
Regional Affinition Task Force Report 

Residential Operations opening registration 

Legacy items 

Conference committee applications 

Site for Spring Drive-In 

Highlight EDI coming in February. 

Anything for your own areas.  DCs should be coping all three 3Ps on their emails to membership. 

 

Meeting adjourned 4:50pm 

 


